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Abstract
This paper builds on the logical model of opinion dynamics
under social influence in networks proposed by Liu, Seligman, and Girard (2014) as well as on the generalization proposed by Christoff and Hansen (2013). While both accounts
of social influence show interesting dynamics, they both assume that agents do not reflect on how they are affected by
such influence. This paper shows that, if agents are allowed
to reflect upon the very rules of social influence, they may
come to know (or “learn”) other agents’ private opinions,
even though they can only observe their public behavior. To
represent formally agents who are able to reason about social
influence, a logic of social networks, knowledge, influence,
and “learning” is introduced.

The way opinions, preferences or behaviors vary among
agents situated in social networks has been studied by numerous authors within networks analysis (see for instance
(Jackson 2010), (Easley and Kleinberg 2010) or (Acemoglu
and Ozdaglar 2011)). Fairly recently, similar concerns have
arisen within the field of logic (Seligman, Liu, and Girard
2011; Zhen and Seligman 2011). (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) proposes a simple model of how agents change
their opinions (or beliefs) as a result of social influence
seen as social conformity pressure: agents tend to align
their opinions with the opinions of agents they are related
to within their social network. This framework is generalized in (Christoff and Hansen 2013) to allow for modeling
of phenomena where the observable behavior of a group of
agents does not reflect their private opinion. Such counterintuitive group behavior is well-documented in social sciences, as exemplified by studies of the particular case of
pluralistic ignorance (see for instance (O’Gorman 1986;
Prentice and Miller 1993).
Consider as an example a situation where a group of
agents in a network structure all enforce a norm, for instance
a segregation norm. According to (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014), this would be interpreted as follows: all agents
agree with the norm (even though they might come to agree
with it only as a result of social conformity pressure). The
extended framework of (Christoff and Hansen 2013) allows
this situation to be analyzed in a slightly more complex way:
even though agents are aligning their behavior (that is, enforcing the norm), they might still privately disagree with
it, they might just face too much social pressure to dare ex-

pressing publicly a discarding opinion.
While both these frameworks allow for interesting dynamic examples of social influence, they represent fairly
simpleminded agents. Indeed, according to both accounts,
the agents are simple “rule-followers”: they do not reflect
on the fact that they, as well as the others, are such “rulefollowers”. However, it seems quite natural to assume that
agents know the effect of social influence and can reason
about it. If this is the case, even though everybody enforces
a norm, somebody might very well come to know that somebody else privately disagrees with the norm, by reflecting on
the dynamics of her public behavior and the one of others
around her in the social network structure. This is what we
want to model in this paper.
In short, while (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) assumes fully “transparent” agents, whose opinions are always
known to agents around them, (Christoff and Hansen 2013)
assumes fully “opaque” agents, whose (private) opinions are
never known to anybody else. What we want to model here
is how agents might “see through” each other’s behavior
and come to know other’s private opinions by observing
their public behavior. To formally represent such less simpleminded agents, capable of deducing the private opinions
of others from their public behavior, we introduce a logic of
social networks, knowledge, influence, and “learning”.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 recalls
the frameworks of (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) and
(Christoff and Hansen 2013) and the corresponding notions
of social influence. Section 2 discusses what agents can learn
if they reflect on the fact that others are following the rules
of social influence. Section 3 then introduces a logic of social networks, knowledge, influence, and learning to capture
the issues raised in Section 2. In Section 4, these issues are
formalized in the new framework. Finally, we explore possibilities for future work and briefly discuss how granting our
agents with the power to reason about the dynamics of social
influence might modify this very dynamics.
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1.1

Simple frameworks of opinion dynamics
under social influence
The “Facebook logic” model

(Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) investigates the way the
beliefs, or opinions, of agents in a social network change

under social influence and is a variation of the “Facebook
Logic” introduced in the programmatic paper “Logic in
the Community” (Seligman, Liu, and Girard 2011). Let us
briefly recall their framework.
At any given moment, each agent is in one of three (mutually exclusive) states of opinion relatively to an implicit
fixed object or proposition: 1) she believes it (we will say
that she has a “pro opinion”), or 2) she believes the negation
of it (she has a “contra opinion”), or 3) she is without opinion about it (she has a “neutral opinion”). For instance, an
agent could be pro a new law, opposing the law, or neutral
towards it. While this is a fairly simplistic model of opinions
it is extremely rich when combined with other factors such
as social network structure and pressure of social influence.
Formally, this view on opinions is captured by the fact that
each agent satisfies exactly one of three atomic propositions.
The agents are situated in a social network represented
by a finite set of nodes (-the agents) with an irreflexive and
symmetric binary relation between them (like the relation of
being friends or neighbors). The semantics is indexical in
the sense that each proposition is evaluated from the perspective of some agent. In other words, propositions express properties of agents. Clearly, a modal logic is ideal
to reason about such structures, where the modal operator
F , quantifying over network-neighbors, reads “(at) all of my
friends/neighbors” and its dual hF i reads “(at) some of my
friends/neighbors”. Additional hybrid logic machinery (Areces and ten Cate 2007) is included in the framework, namely
nominals (a special kind of propositional variables used to
refer to agents) and satisfaction operators @i (used to switch
the evaluation point to the unique agent satisfying the nominal “i”).
A social influence operator is then applied to this static
model to represent how opinion repartition in the social network changes. The dynamics relies on the general social
conformity pressure assumption according to which agents
tend to become more similar to the agents they are directly
related to within the social network, i.e they tend to align
their opinions to the ones of their network-neighbors.1 The
dynamics is locally and uniformly defined by describing the
possible changes induced by the situations of “strong influence” and “weak influence”:
An agent a is strongly influenced when all of her networkneighbors have the same (that is, pro or contra) opinion and
she has some neighbor. In this case, whatever a’s initial state
is, she will adopt this very opinion. An agent a is weakly influenced when, among her network-neighbors, some have an
opinion while none have the opposite opinion. In this situation, if a is without opinion or if she already has the same
opinion that some neighbors have, her state does not change.
However, if a has the opposite opinion, she will drop it and
become without opinion. Note that weak influence is the
only social pressure situation which can lead to abandon of
an opinion, while strong influence is the only situation which
can lead to adoption of an opinion.

According to these model transformation rules, some configurations of opinions within a community will never stabilize. Consider this simple example: if agents a and b are
each other’s only friend, and a has a pro opinion while b has
a contra opinion: a and b will switch opinions after updating the model. But then, by the same dynamics, they will
switch back, and in fact they will keep switching back and
forth. Generalizing, if for each agent (who has at least one
network-neighbor), all of her neighbors have an opinion and
all of her neighbors’ neighbors have the opposite one, they
will keep changing opinions, stuck in a “looping” dynamics.
However, all other configurations will stabilize after some
iterated influence changes: for instance, any model such that
two neighbors have the same opinion or such that an agent
has no opinion will stabilize. Therefore, an advantage of
this very simple dynamics is that the sufficient and necessary conditions of stability can be expressed in the logic.
They correspond to the negation of the preconditions of the
changes induced by the situations of strong and weak influence.2 Moreover, configurations which are becoming stable
can be characterized too, by simply ruling out the “forever
looping scenario” mentioned above.
However, this simplicity relies on the following strong assumption: the agents’ opinion is influenced directly by her
network-neighbors’ opinions, suggesting that agents always
know their neighbors’ opinions. This transparency assumption rules out the modeling of situations where agents act in
ways which do not reflect their actual mental states. However, as argued in (Christoff and Hansen 2013), the possibility of this very discrepancy is an essential component
of some social phenomena.3 For this reason, (Christoff and
Hansen 2013) introduces a “2-layer” model of social influence, with a built-in distinction between an agent’s private
opinion and the opinion she expresses.

1.2

The “2-layer” model

(Christoff and Hansen 2013) considers an example of a
social psychology phenomenon which relies on a discrepancy between the private opinion of agents and their public
behavior: pluralistic ignorance (O’Gorman 1986). Briefly
put, pluralistic ignorance can be seen as “[...] a psychological state characterized by the belief that one’s private attitudes and judgments are different from those of others,
even though one’s public behavior is identical.” (Prentice
and Miller 1993, p. 244). This type of phenomena cannot be
captured within the framework of (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014), precisely because the above-mentioned “transparency assumption” rules out any mistake in interpreting
the behavior of others. To overcome this limitation and be
able to model the dynamics of such complex social phenomena, (Christoff and Hansen 2013) enriches the framework of
(Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) with a “two-layer” notion
of opinion and social influence, distinguishing an agent’s
private opinion from what she publicly expresses – her visible behavior.
To capture the social network, (Christoff and Hansen

1

The same assumption is made about knowledge change in
(Seligman, Liu, and Girard 2011) and about preference change in
(Zhen and Seligman 2011).

2
3

For details, see (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014)[p. 8].
See for instance (Schelling 1978).
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Figure 1: The rules of social influence I

2013) uses the same hybrid logic tools as (Liu, Seligman,
and Girard 2014). The opinion state of a community is then
modeled in a similar way, the difference being that each
agent’s state is now a combination of two ingredients: her
“inner opinion” and her “expressed opinion” (still on an implicit fixed object). Her private state is either “inner pro opinion” (which we will denote ip), “inner contra opinion” (ic),
or “inner neutral opinion” (in), while her public state is either “expressed pro opinion” (ep), “expressed contra opinion” (ec) or “expressed neutral opinion” (en).
The social influence dynamic operator now has to determine how to transform these two-layer models. The dynamics therefore relies on a slightly different assumption: an
agent’s expressed opinion tends to become more similar to
the expressed opinion of agents around her, but also depends
on her own inner opinion. The output state (the opinion expressed in the next step) therefore depends on an asymmetrical local input: the expressed opinion of related agents and
her own private opinion. Moreover, it is also assumed that
agents tend to be “sincere” by default, i.e, they express the
opinion corresponding to their actual inner opinion whenever the social pressure does not prescribe otherwise.4 Finally, it is assumed that an agent’s inner state of opinion
never changes.
The social pressure situations of strong and weak influ4

There are different ways to define such a dynamics depending on how influenciable agents are assumed to be. (Christoff and
Hansen 2013) discusses three possible definitions corresponding
to three different types of agents. For simplicity, we here consider
only one type of agents, namely their “type 1” agents.

Step 0:

a : ip, ec

.

b : ip, en
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Step 1:

a : ip, ep

.

b : ip, ec
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Step 2:

a : ip, ec

b : ip, ep

Figure 2: The two agent network of Example 1 evolved two
steps beyond the original state
ence from (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014) are adapted accordingly: First, when all of her neighbors express the same
(pro or contra) opinion, an agent will express this very opinion at the next moment, whatever her initial (private and expressed) state was. Similarly, when some of her neighbors
express an opinion while none expresses the opposite opinion, the agent will express the supported opinion if she is privately neutral or if she privately has the same opinion. And if
the agent privately has the opposite opinion, then she will express neutrality. In all other cases, the agent will be sincere:
her expressed opinion state will simply reflect her own private opinion state. To put it another way, the type of agents
defined by this dynamics is brave enough to express her actual private opinion whenever 1) she faces no expressed opposition to it from her neighbors or 2) she sees some expressed support for it from her neighbors. Figure 1 gives a
full detailed presentation of these update rules. The “Inner
state” column represents an agent’s private opinion, while
the three subsequent columns provide all the eight possible
combinations of the expressed opinions of her friends, e.g.
for the rows 4 to 6 an agent has some friend expressing a
pro opinion, some friend expressing a contra opinion but no
friend expressing a neutral opinion. (Thus 1 stands for true
while 0 stands for false.) The “Update” column represents
how the agent’s expressed opinion is updated at the next
step, e.g. row 1 should be interpreted as follows: if an agent
has a private pro opinion and has some friends expressing
a pro opinion, some expressing a contra opinion and some
being neutral then she will express a pro opinion at the next
step.
Now, consider a simple case of social influence illustrated
by Figure 2:
Example 1 Two agents a and b (the two nodes in Figure 2)
are each other’s only friend. This is represented by the edge
between the two nodes in Figure 2. The initial situation is
as follows: both a and b have an inner pro opinion (ip) but
while a expresses a contra opinion (ec), b expresses a neutral opinion (en). This initial state of the network is represented by Step 0 of Figure 2. The rules of influence given by
Figure 1 prescribe that, at the next moment (Step 1), agent
a will express a (sincere) pro opinion (ep) as specified by
row 19 of Figure 1 and agent b will express an (insincere)
contra opinion (ec) according to row 16 of Figure 1. From

then on, both agents are in a situation of maximal pressure
(strong influence) and therefore, at the next moment (Step
2), each of them will express whatever the other expresses
now (at Step 1). The two agents will then keep oscillating
forever between ep and ec, as prescribed by rows 10 and 16
of Figure 1. Thus a non-stabilizing situation is reached.
In this example, even though their inner opinions agree
and do not change, agents oscillate between being sincere
and being insincere, by trying to align their behavior (expressed opinion) with the one of their network-neighbors.
According to this account of social influence, an agent’s behavior is determined only by her own private opinion and
the expressed opinion of her neighbors, without taking into
account her neighbors’ private opinion, which she has no
access to, by the above mentioned “opacity” assumption.
However, the next section will show that it is still sometimes
possible to “see through” agents, that is, to infer their private
opinions by observing their expressed opinion and reasoning
about the social influence rule itself.

2

Reflecting on social influence

In (Christoff and Hansen 2013) the opinion expressed by an
agent is a function of her private opinion and the opinion
expressed by her neighbors. This type of dependency is a
common way of defining rules of social influence and has
been used as a key to explain many patterns of diffusion
of a behavior/opinion in social networks (see (Easley and
Kleinberg 2010)) including pluralistic ignorance (see (Centola, Willer, and Macy 2005)). Despite its elegance, this explanatory mechanism may sometimes be too simplistic, because it only applies to cases where agents blindly obey to
social influence without considering why their peers behave
in a given way. Many real life examples show that this is not
always true: if agents have a clue about the actual private
opinions of their peers they may respond in a different way
to the very same aggregate social pressure.
An example based on everyday life is the following. Suppose that R is a reader of a financial magazine where news
writer N writes and whose editor is E. Suppose that E owns
some assets of a big company C and has plans for a takeover.
Assume further that R knows that E is the editor of N and
that E owns C’s assets. One day R reads a report, authored
by N , concerning C being in a critical situation. R is then
likely to reason as follows: N is subject to the influence of
E. Whatever N writes about C might be biased by E’s interest in it. Therefore N is not an independent witness and
whatever he writes about C may not reflect N ’s real private opinion. Summing up, by knowing how social influence works and how other agents are networked, R should
reasonably disregard N ’s expressed opinion (especially if he
himself owns assets of C). To reason like this R must know
that there is a link between N and E. Moreover, he must
know that N is strongly influenced by E in a way that determines his behavior (N is a big crawler indeed). When this
kind of information is available, individuals are able to reason in this way. Conversely, when they are not able to do that
it is very often precisely because they are ignorant about the
network structure or the influence mechanisms.

Real-life dynamics, as the one just illustrated, provide a
vivid idea of the problems at stake, but are often complicated
to represent. For our purposes we will instead stick to our
Example 1 and build upon it by modeling the uncertainty of
agents as in standard epistemic logics. Indeed, while Step 0
of Figure 2 provides a compact diagrammatic representation
of the initial state of our network, it does not capture the
agents’ initial uncertainty. As we just stressed, uncertainty
in these scenarios may come in two forms. Both a and b
may (i) not have access to each other’s opinion or (ii) may
be uncertain about the network structure, i.e. whether or not
their friends have additional friends, how many of them etc.
For the sake of simplicity let us assume that uncertainty of
kind (ii) is settled, viz. both a and b know that they are each
other’s only friend. We also assume that both a and b have
no uncertainty about each other’s expressed opinion: a can
tell apart @b en-states, @b ec-states and @b ep-states and b can
do the same w.r.t. @a en-states, @a ec-states and @a ep-states.
Still, for all a knows, b’s inner state could be in, ip or ic and
the same for b w.r.t. a. This state of uncertainty is represented
by Step 0 of Figure 3. Here nodes represent possible states
of the network (not agents!). The actual state is highlighted
by a thicker frame. A dashed line with superscript a (resp. b)
represents epistemic accessibility between states for agent a
(resp. b). Accessibility relations are assumed to be S5, i.e.
symmetric, reflexive and transitive.5 For simplicity we omit
drawing reflexive and transitive edges between nodes.
The result of applying the social influence rules of Figure 1 to each possible state (we call this operation I) is represented by Step 1 of Figure 3. Since our rules of social influence don’t take into account the agents’ uncertainty, the
accessibility relations are left untouched. But now the actual
state is an ep-state for a, while the state on its left, which
is b-accessible, is an ec-state for a. If we assume, as we did,
that agents know each other’s expressed opinion, b should be
able to tell the two states apart. Indeed, both a and b should
be able to differentiate those states where their neighbor expresses different opinions. Satisfying this constraint is what
operation L (for “learning”) does, as a transition to Step 1’
represented by a simple removal of arrows (as in (Aucher
et al. 2009)). As a result, in the actual state, b discards those
states where a is in ic and in and therefore knows a’s private
opinion. Unfortunately for a, he cannot succeed in doing the
same: this is witnessed by the fact that some a-arrows are
kept which link states where b has different inner opinions.6
The epistemic situation will not change for a by repeatedly
applying I (Step 2) and L at successive steps and a will never
know what b’s private opinion is.
Why are the epistemic situations of a and b so different?
The explanation is that, at every step, an agent’s expressed
opinion is the value of a function f (x, l), where x is her pri5

Assuming that knowledge is S5 for real-life agents is a strong
idealization that has been widely debated. We do not want to enter
this discussion here, unless for stressing that S5 can be adequate for
modeling agents in simple toy scenarios like the one we present.
6
The explanation of this fact is the following. Given a’s previously expressed opinion, b would now express a contra opinion ec
whatever his private opinion was at the previous state (rows 16 to
18 of Figure 1 have the same outcome).
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Figure 3: The two agent network of Example 1 with uncertainty represented. From Step 0 to Step 1 social influence happens,
from Step 1 to Step 1’ the agents learn, while from Step 1’ to Step 2 social influence happens again.
vate opinion (ip, ic or in) and l is the expressed opinion of
her friends (the eight possible combinations of truth values
of hF iep, hF iec and hF ien). If someone knows l and the
value of f (x, l) (we are assuming that they know both, since
they have access to each other’s expressed opinions) then
they can retrieve x only when f (x, l) is injective for a given
value of l. This is not the case for four possible values of
l (corresponding to rows 7 to 9, 10 to 12,13 to 15 and 16
to 18). In case f (x, l) is not injective but takes at least two
possible values (rows 7 to 9 and 13 to 15) it is still possible to discard some possible values of x and specify one’s
uncertainty.
To summarize what we have seen this far, we can model
reflective agents in a social influence framework by alternating influence updates I with an epistemic update L. In the
next section we shall develop a general logic for this.

discussed in Section 1, as our starting point. To this logic,
we will then add the modality for social influence from
(Christoff and Hansen 2013) – also mentioned in Section 1.
Finally, we will add learning modalities inspired by the
graph modifiers of (Aucher et al. 2009) and the Arrow Update Logic of (Kooi and Renne 2011).
First, we fix a countable set of nominals NOM, which will
be used to name agents in the social networks. As atomic
propositions we will use the set {ip, ic, in, ep, ec, en}.
Then, the simple language of the “Facebook” logic to talk
about social networks and knowledge is defined by:
Definition 2 (Syntax for LSK ) The syntax of the language
LSK , is given by:
ϕ ::= p | i | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | F ϕ | @i ϕ | Kϕ ,
where p ∈ {ip, ic, in, ep, ec, en} and i ∈ NOM.

3

A logic of Social networks, Knowledge,
Influence, and Learning

In this section we introduce a formal logical framework
to reason about how reflecting agents can infer the private
states of others, as described in the previous section. We
will call this the Logic of Social networks, Knowledge, Influence, and Learning. Our logic will mix several ideas and
frameworks. First of all, we will take the two-dimensional
“Facebook” logic of (Seligman, Liu, and Girard 2011), as

We will use the standard abbreviations for ∨, →, and ↔.
Moreover we will denote the dual of F by hF i and the dual
of K by hKi, in other words hF iϕ := ¬F ¬ϕ and hKiϕ :=
¬K¬ϕ.
As previously mentioned, the semantics for LSK will
be a two-dimensional one where the first dimension represents the agents and the network structure, while the second
one represents possible worlds over which the knowledge
modality K quantifies over. The nominals i and the opera-

tors @i , and F , are used to talk about the network dimension.
The definition of a model is the following:

To give the semantics for LSKI , we need to define how
the influence rules of I change models.

Definition 3 (Model) A model is a tuple M = (A, W, (w
)w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), where:
• A is a non-empty set of agents,
• W is a non-empty set of possible worlds,
• w is an irreflexive, symmetric binary relation on A, for
each w ∈ W (representing the network structure at the
world w),
• ∼a is an equivalence relation on W for each a ∈ A (representing the uncertainty of a),
• g : NOM → A is a function assigning an agent to each
nominal,
• V : {ip, ic, in, ep, ec, en} → P(A × W ) is such that
– V (ip), V (ic), and V (in) are pairwise disjoint
– V (ip) ∪ V (ic) ∪ V (in) = A × W
– V (ep), V (ec), and V (en) are pairwise disjoint
– V (ep) ∪ V (ec) ∪ V (en) = A × W
(That is, V assigns exactly one inner and exactly one expressed opinion to each agent at each world.)

Definition 6 (Influence update MI ) Given a model M =
(A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), the influence updated
model MI is (A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V 0 ), where V 0
is equal to V on {ic, ip, in} and for {ec, ep, en} is specified
by the table of Figure 1.7

We can now give the semantics for the language LSK :
Definition 4 (Semantics of LSK ) Given a model M =
(A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), an a ∈ A, a w ∈ W ,
and a formula ϕ ∈ LKI , we define the truth of ϕ at (w, a)
in M inductively by:
M, w, a |= p
M, w, a |= i
M, w, a |= ¬ϕ
M, w, a |= ϕ ∧ ψ
M, w, a |= F ϕ
M, w, a |= @i ϕ
M, w, a |= Kϕ

iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff
iff

(w, a) ∈ V (p)
g(i) = a
M, w, a 6|= ϕ
M, w, a |= ϕ and M, w, a |= ψ
∀b ∈ A; a w b ⇒ M, w, b |= ϕ
M, w, g(i) |= ϕ
∀v ∈ W ; w ∼a v ⇒ M, v, a |= ϕ,

where p ∈ {ip, ic, in, ep, ec, en}. We say that a formula ϕ
is true in a model M = (A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V )
if M, w, a |= ϕ for all w ∈ W and all a ∈ A. We denote this by M |= ϕ. We say that a formula ϕ is valid if
M |= ϕ for all models M and denote this by |= ϕ. The
resulting logic will be referred to as the logic of social networks and knowledge and will be denoted SK. Finally, we
say that two formulas ϕ1 and ϕ2 are pairwise unsatisfiable if
for all models M = (A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), all
worlds w ∈ W , and all agents a ∈ A; M, w, a 6|= ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 .
Note that since we required the relations ∼a to be equivalence relations, the logic of the knowledge modality K will
be standard S5 in accordance with the discussion of the previous section.
To this logic we will now add the social influence modality [I] from (Christoff and Hansen 2013). The language is
given by:
Definition 5 (Syntax for LSKI ) The syntax of the language of social networks, knowledge, and influence is as
in Definition 2 with the additional clause that whenever
ϕ ∈ LSKI , then also [I]ϕ ∈ LSKI .

The semantics of LSKI is given by:
Definition 7 (Semantics of LSKI ) Given a model M =
(A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), an a ∈ A, a w ∈ W ,
and a formula ϕ ∈ LSKI , we define the truth of ϕ at (w, a)
in M as in Definition 4 with the following additional clause:
M, w, a |= [I]ϕ

iff

MI , w, a |= ϕ .

Notions like true in a model, valid, and pairwise unsatisfiable are defined as in Definition 4. The resulting logic of
social networks, knowledge and influence will be denoted
SKI.
While the just introduced logic allows us to reason about
how agents change their expressed opinions, it still does not
allow us to reason about what agents may learn about the
private opinions of others from observing their expressed
opinions – i.e. we cannot capture the move from Step 1 to
Step 1’ in Figure 3. We therefore extend our language with
what we call learning modalities [L]. In fact, to be able to
discuss different learning abilities depending on what agents
can observe in the network, we add a general class of learning modalities. Note that, by “learning” we are only referring
to what agents can infer about other agents’ inner opinions
based on their expressed opinions. Thus, agents cannot learn
any truths about the world that might make their inner opinions more accurate. In this sense, it is a restricted form of
learning we introduce here.
Inspired by (Aucher et al. 2009) and (Kooi and Renne
2011), we will use 4-tuples (i, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , j), where ϕ1 and ϕ2
are formulas and i and j are nominals, to specify how the
equivalence relations ∼g(i) changes – i.e., how agent i can
learn based on observing whether j satisfies ϕ1 or ϕ2 . However, contrary to (Kooi and Renne 2011), we will use our
4-tuples to specify which relationships to delete instead of
which to keep and differently from (Aucher et al. 2009) we
will include multiple 4-tuples in each modality. Moreover,
contrary to both frameworks, we will also keep track of the
agent that is observed (the agent named by j).
Definition 8 (Learning modalities L) A learning modality
L is a finite set of tuples of the form (i, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , j), where i
and j are nominals and ϕ1 and ϕ2 are formulas of LSKI ,
such that ϕ1 and ϕ2 are pairwise unsatisfiable.
The language with the new learning modalities is defined
as follows:
For instance, (a, w) ∈ V 0 (ic) iff (a, w) ∈ V (ic), and if
M, w, a |= ip ∧ ¬hF iep ∧ hF iec ∧ hF ien, then (a, w) ∈ V 0 (en)
according to row 13 of Figure 1.
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Definition 9 (Syntax for LSKIL ) The syntax of the language of social networks, knowledge, influence, and learning is as in Definition 5 with the additional clause that whenever ϕ ∈ LSKIL , then also [L]ϕ ∈ LSKIL for any learning
modality L.
To give the semantics of this new language we first need
to specify how learning modalities change models:
L

Definition 10 (Learning updates M ) Given a model
M = (A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ) and a learning modality L, the learning updated model ML is
(A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼0a )a∈A , g, V ), where ∼0a is defined by:
w ∼0a v

iff

w ∼a v and, there is no (i, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , j) ∈ L
such that; g(i) = a, M, w, a |= @j ϕ1 , and
M, v, a |= @j ϕ2 .

The intuition behind this definition is the following: If
(i, ϕ1 , ϕ2 , j) ∈ L this means that the agent named by i can
learn based on whether ϕ1 or ϕ2 is true of the agent named
by j. Or put differently, the agent named by i can observe
whether ϕ1 or ϕ2 is true of agent j.
Now we can give the semantics for LSKIL :
Definition 11 (Semantics of LSKIL ) Given a model M =
(A, W, (w )w∈W , (∼a )a∈A , g, V ), an a ∈ A, a w ∈ W ,
and a formula ϕ ∈ LKIL , we define the truth of ϕ at (w, a)
in M as in Definition 7 with the following additional clause:
M, w, a |= [L]ϕ

iff

ML , w, a |= ϕ .

Notions like true in a model, valid, and pairwise unsatisfiable are defined as in Definition 4. The resulting logic will
be denoted SKIL.

4

Modeling influence and learning

In this section we will formalize the reasoning that reflecting agents can perform, as discussed in Section 2. Let us
first formalize the learning that agent b does in Step 1’ of the
example of Figure 3. Here b learns because he can see a’s
expressed opinion. In other words, we want to cut all accessibility links between any two worlds where a satisfies two
different propositions from the set {ep, ec, en}. This is easy
to capture by a learning modality L1 , defined by
L1 := {(i, ep, ec, j), (i, ep, en, j), (i, ec, en, j) | i, j ∈ N },
where N is a finite set of nominals. Assume that N contains
the nominals i and j and let M be the model of Step 1 of
Figure 3 with a w b for all worlds w, g(i) = a, and g(j) =
b. Then it is not hard to see that the model of Step 1’ of
Figure 3 is ML1 . For any world w satisfying ep of a, i.e.
M, w, b |= @i ep, and any world w0 satisfying ec of a, i.e.
M, w, b |= @i ec, since (j, ep, ec, i) is in L1 (and g(j) = b
and g(i) = a), we can infer from Definition 10 that w 6∼0b w0 .
Now, consider another example with an extra agent c,
where for all worlds w, a w c, a w b, but c 6w b.
With the learning modality L1 , b can potentially also learn
about c’s expressed opinion (if there is a nominal k ∈ N
such that g(k) = c). This might be the type of learning we

want in some examples, but often the entire point of having
an explicit network structure is that what agents can observe
is limited, i.e., they can only observe the expressed opinions
of their network neighbors. This can easily be fixed by replacing the learning modality L1 by the learning modality
L2 defined by:
L2 := {(i, ep ∧ hF ii, ec ∧ hF ii, j),
(i, ep ∧ hF ii, en ∧ hF ii, j),
(i, ec ∧ hF ii, en ∧ hF ii, j) | i, j ∈ N } .
With this learning modality, neither ep∧hF ij, ec∧hF ij, nor
en∧hF ij is satisfied of c and thus, b will not be able to learn
based on c’s expressed opinion. In general, any formula like
ep ∧ hF ii can only potentially be true of an agent that is
friends with the agent named by i, hence, in this way i can
only observe the expressed opinions of her friends.
Note that in this example b might indirectly learn about c.
Even if he has no clue about c’s expressed opinion b may still
infer that, at Step 0, c expressed either ep or en because, had
c expressed ec then a would not have expressed ep whatever
his inner state was (according to rows 13 to 15 of Figure 1).
We could also consider agents with a larger radius of observability, for instance we might assume that i can observe
the expressed behavior of her friends as well as the friends of
her friends. This can be captured by extending the learning
modality L2 to include the following set of truples:
{ (i, ep ∧ hF ihF ii, ec ∧ hF ihF ii, j),
(i, ep ∧ hF ihF ii, en ∧ hF ihF ii, j),
(i, ec ∧ hF ihF ii, en ∧ hF ihF ii, j) }.
So far we have assumed that all agents obey the influence rules specified by [I] and discussed how they can infer
other agents’ inner opinions based on observation of their
expressed opinions. However, one could easily imagine that
the pressure to express a pro opinion, when all of one’s
friends express a pro opinion, will be much less or even nonexistent if one knows that one’s friends’ inner opinions are
actually contra. For example, after Step 1’ of Figure 3, b may
want to consider the situation further. According to what is
prescribed by the influence rules, he will continue oscillating between expressing a pro and a contra opinion although
being aware that a has an inner pro opinion and (half of the
times) is expressing a contra opinion just in virtue of b’s influence. This situation may be strategically convenient to b
and he may want to keep his vantage point over a by oscillating according to the rules. However, b may also decide not to
follow social influence anymore and to adapt his expressed
opinion to his inner opinion: playing a social role has a cost
and b may want to give up the masquerade.8 If he does so a
will then be faced with a strange situation: b is now breaking
the social influence rules. At this point a may simply adapt
to b’s new trend and he will also stabilize on expressing a
8
There there several theories within social psychology that will
predict that agents will try and avoid any inconsistency between
their private opinions and their behavior, for instance the theory
of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957). Thus, it seems natural in
many real life cases to assume that agent b will indeed give up the
masquerade.
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4
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Knowledge state
hF iep
hF iec
hF ien
Update
ip
KhF iip ∨ K¬hF iic
—
—
—
ep
ic
KhF iic ∨ K¬hF iip
—
—
—
ec
ip
¬(KhF iip ∨ K¬hF iic) see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1
ic
¬(KhF iic ∨ K¬hF iip) see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1
in
—
see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1 see Fig. 1

Figure 4: An alternative definition of social influence I 0

pro opinion (which conforms to his private one). Or else he
may ask himself why b is breaking the rules.
All this suggests that we should change the notion of
social influence specified by Figure 1 to include potential
knowledge of the inner state of other agents. We therefore
define a new notion of social influence I 0 for reflective
agents by the update rules shown in Figure 4. Here agents
express their private pro or contra opinion if they know that
they have some sincere support or they know that they have
no sincere opposition. “—” means that any value may be
inserted here.
While I 0 is an improvement of I for reflecting agents, it
might not be the end of the story. For instance, if an agent
knows that she has some sincere support from a friend, she
might only want to express her true opinion if she knows that
this friend will also start being sincere, which in turn might
be reduced to her sincerely supporting friend knowing that
she has sincere support as well. In other words, the knowledge state described in row 1 of Figure 4 should maybe be
replaced by something along the following lines:
KhF i(ip ∧ KhF iip) ∨ K¬hF iic.
Of course this supporting friend might be contemplating the
same issue and we might have to add another “KhF iip”.
However, this could go on forever and we will leave further
discussion of this for future research.

5

Conclusion and future research

This paper builds on (Christoff and Hansen 2013), which
introduces a logical framework for reasoning about social
influence that improves the work of (Liu, Seligman, and Girard 2014). In Section 2, we illustrated with some examples
how agents may learn about others’ private opinions by observing their expressed behavior – under the assumption that
every agent obeys the rules of social influence I and that this
is common knowledge. Moreover, we discussed how reflecting on the mechanisms of social influence and on why others
act as they do may improve the agents’ decision making. In
Section 3 we defined a logic of social networks, knowledge,
influence, and learning, which we used in Section 4 to formalize the issues raised in Section 2.
We have argued that reasoning by reflective agents in social networks is relevant to adequately capture the complex
dynamics of social influence. As we have shown, some of
this complexity can be captured by our logic of social networks, knowledge, influence, and learning (SKIL). Still, we
have not settled on one true notion of social influence. It is
unlikely that any such exists. In any case, there is still plenty

of further work to be done in logical formalizations of social
influence. As our new proposed notion I 0 has become even
more complex than I, it may be hard to find analytic results
concerning it and it might be better to implement the full
machinery of social influence I 0 in a multi-agent simulation
environment instead. This we will leave for future work.
While our framework does not settle the issue concerning
which notion of social influence is the right one for reflecting agents, our formal treatment of learning is actually much
more general than the examples discussed so far. First of all,
we have assumed, in all the examples mentioned, that the
network structure among the agents was common knowledge. However, our logic SKIL can represent learning and
reasoning about social influence even in cases where this assumption is dropped. This can be achieved by having different network structures at different worlds (i.e. by having
different w for different worlds w).
Another direction in which our framework can be easily generalized concerns the influence modality [I]. In
(Christoff and Hansen 2014), the influence operator I is generalized to capture more complex dynamic phenomena on
social networks. Firstly, instead of our two properties (inner and expressed opinion) each attaining one of three values (pro, contra, or neutral), (Christoff and Hansen 2014)
allows for any finite number of properties each attaining a
value from some fixed finite set. Moreover, the dynamics
can be specified by dynamic transformations that allow any
formula of the language as precondition for a change of values to properties instead of the 28 preconditions of Figure1.
In this way, the alternative notion of social influence I 0 can
also be captured by the framework of (Christoff and Hansen
2014). Now the learning modalities introduced in this paper
can also be added to the framework of (Christoff and Hansen
2014) and thereby provide a model of how to reason about
learning in other dynamic phenomena on social networks.
We leave the details of this for future work though.
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